






































 HEAVILY OBSCURED AGN 
IN The 3XMM spectral FIT daTABASE 

(XMM-FITCAT)
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XMM FITCAT   

ESA PRODEX project provides simple spectral fits in the 3XMM catalog (details in A. Corral’s talk tomorrow)
Application in 120 deg2 (XMM/SDSS) for the detection of heavily obscured AGN where optical spectra are available 




THE TEAM 



X-ray Astronomy group, National Observatory of Athens
[I. Georgantopoulos,  A. Corral, P. Ranalli, G. Lanzuisi*,  A. Akylas,  G. Mountrichas, E. Koulouridis]
3XMM team at the University of Leicester 
[M.G. Watson, S. Rosen,  K. Page, G.C. Stewart, J. Pye]                                   
                                                           



X-ray  vs optical AGN surveys 

X-ray surveys provide the most efficient census of AGN:  20,000 deg-2 in the CDFS vs ~300 for optical QSOs
This is because X-rays probe low luminosity and obscured AGN
but  see also work by Bongiorno+11 [OIII], Gilli+11 [NeV] (also Georgantopoulos & Akylas 2010, for comparison between X-ray and [OIII] LF locally)
 Delvecchio+14 (Herschel) for the first fully-fledged LF in the IR




Limitations of X-ray surveys

Even hard X-ray surveys  can miss the most heavily obscured AGN (2-10 keV, >1022 , SWIFT/BAT (15-200 keV) >2x1024 cm-2)
These heavily obscured sources may be the first stage in the formation of an AGN (eg Hopkins+08)
How do we know CT exist in large numbers?




 





The XRB argument

Comastri+95 
Gilli+07 
Treister+09
Ballantyne+12,  
Akylas+12
Ueda+14


one needs CT AGN (black curve) to reproduce the hump of the XRB at 30 keV




Predicted number of CT: 2-10 

However, exact numbers are uncertain 
The intrinsic number of CT AGN varies at least between 10 - 30 %
because of degeneracy in various parameters such as the reflection component, power-law cut-off 


Gilli+07
33% CT fraction
Akylas+12
10±5 % CT fraction


keV

Lanzuisi
Ueda+14

2-10 keV
2-10 keV band predictions depend on the reflection R



G. Lanzuisi poster

CT AGN in COSMOS (XMM+Chandra fits) down to 10-14 erg cm-2 s-1 (2-10 keV) using the Brightman+Nandra+12 torus models and PLCABS (Yaqoob+97)
10 candidate CT AGN (z=0.1-2.5 with a peak at z=0.7-1) 




Predicted Numbers: 20-40 



keV

Gilli+07
Akylas+12
Alexander+13 (0 CT AGN/10 AGN)

Nustar

Ueda+14


Burlon+11
(Swift/BAT 4 CT AGN)




3XMM SSC catalog 

500,000 detections,  372,000 unique sources ~500 deg2     

Spectral extraction ~124,000 sources IF >100 cts in 3 modules




XMM FITCAT



Spectral fits are performed if  counts/instrument [0.5-10 keV] > 50 per module

	number observ. w. spectra	123867
	number unique sources w. spectra	85189
	number obs. fitted	108826
	number sources fitted	74991

Catalog availability: in FITS format  xraygroup.astro.noa.gr/Webpage-prodec/index.html 
Also in LEDAS database and soon  in Strasbourg







Flux histogram of 1100 sources with spectroscopic redshift in XMM/SDSS  



Search for highly obscured AGN

Areas with Optical spectroscopy are the best place to start  
Overall idea is to look for highly absorbed sources (high NH) or reflection dominated (flat-spectrum, Γ~1 AND high-EW Fe line)




XMM/SDSS

120 deg2 covered by SDSS-DR7 (Georgakakis & Nandra 2011)


total (2-8 keV)
	14000
	phot-z	7477(4288)
	spec-z	1275(1018)

(in brackets No sources with X-ray spectra available)



Automatic Fit Results


Flat Γ : < 1.4, model: po 2-10 rest-frame (FLATH)    61 sources
Flat including absorption: <1.4, model wa*zwa*po, 0.5-10 keV (FLATA)    32 sources
High NH model wa*zwa*po (HIABS)  30 sources
High EW : EW > 500 eV, model wa*zwa(po+zgaus) (HIEW)18 sources
TOTAL: 81 sources (excluding common sources)




DETAILED SPECTRAL FITS

Absorption including Thomson scattering (PLCABS) + scattered component + reflected component 
Compilation of heavily absorbed candidates: 
NH > 5x1023 and/or EW > 500 eV
(90% confidence)
9 CT sources (z<0.23)
Corral et al., A&A, submitted











SUMMARY

presented the XMMFITCAT database a public database of 3Xmm sources (~100,000 spectra)
Application in an area with 120deg2 with SDSS observations for finding heavily obscured and Compton-thick AGN
9 CT AGN, start for a local CT LF 2-10 keV (5x if full 3XMM is exploited)
eROSITA in the future ?




THE END






SDSS1157



Sample: HIEW, FLATH
z = 0.03554
NH = 6x1023  (+40,-20)cm-2
EW = 1.5 (+0.5,-0.5) keV



Hardness rATIO METHODS



Brightman & Nandra
XMM HardnessRatio technique for finding CT AGN based on the 12μm sample
is the method reliable ? roughly yes
>1023 cm-2
CT




HARDNESS RATIO METHODS



CT
Automated spectral fits 
Can we use the BN method to find CT 
using the automated spectral fits in XMM FITCAT?



